The ability to plan, prevent, and space pregnancies is directly linked to more educational and economic opportunities, healthier babies, more stable families, fewer abortions, and a reduced burden for taxpayers. The survey results presented here are more evidence that support for birth control—among Republicans and Democrats alike and all racial/ethnic groups—is widespread.

**I support policies that make it easier for people 18 and older to get the full range of birth control methods. Who agrees?**

- **86%** ADULTS OVERALL
- **91%** DEMOCRATS
- **83%** REPUBLICANS
- **91%** BLACK, NON-HISPANIC
- **87%** HISPANIC
- **86%** WHITE, NON-HISPANIC

**I support policies that make it easier for teens to get the full range of birth control methods. Who agrees?**

- **71%** ADULTS OVERALL
- **86%** DEMOCRATS
- **53%** REPUBLICANS
- **82%** BLACK, NON-HISPANIC
- **75%** HISPANIC
- **68%** WHITE, NON-HISPANIC

**Birth Control is a basic part of women’s health care. Who agrees?**

- **77%** HISPANIC
- **81%** WHITE, NON-HISPANIC
- **73%** BLACK, NON-HISPANIC
- **78%** ADULTS OVERALL
- **87%** DEMOCRATS
- **76%** REPUBLICANS

**More people would use birth control if they:**

- **KNEW MORE ABOUT THE MANY BIRTH CONTROL OPTIONS AVAILABLE.** 79% agree
- **KNEW MORE ABOUT ITS MANY BENEFITS.** 78% agree
- **WERE MORE COMFORTABLE TALKING OPENLY ABOUT IT.** 78% agree
- **HAD EASIER ACCESS TO BIRTH CONTROL.** 78% agree*

*Including 66% of Republicans and 87% of Democrats

**Those who oppose abortion should strongly support birth control. Who agrees?**

- **76%** ADULTS OVERALL
- **84%** DEMOCRATS
- **72%** REPUBLICANS
- **82%** BLACK, NON-HISPANIC
- **79%** HISPANIC
- **77%** WHITE, NON-HISPANIC

**For those who want to avoid getting pregnant or causing a pregnancy, using birth control is taking personal responsibility. Who agrees?**

- **94%** ADULTS OVERALL
- **95%** DEMOCRATS
- **95%** REPUBLICANS
- **95%** WHITE, NON-HISPANIC
- **93%** BLACK, NON-HISPANIC
- **92%** HISPANIC

Data presented here are drawn from a national telephone survey conducted for The National Campaign by SSRS, an independent research company. Interviews were conducted in October 2015 among a nationally representative sample of 1,024 adults age 18 and older. The margin of error for this survey is +/-3.1% at the 95% confidence level.